COFFEE			

65

ESPRESSO
DOUBLE ESPRESSO
DECAF
CAFE LATTÉ
Espresso layered with hot milk and creamy foam
CAPPUCCINO
Espresso topped with hot foam milk
CAFE MOCHA
Espresso layered with chocolate and steam milk
GREEN TEA LATTE
Steamed milk with matcha green tea

CHOCOLATE			

65

ICE CHOCOLATE
HOT CHOCOLATE

Prices are in thousand Rupiah
All prices are subject to 21% service charge and government tax

COFFEE & CHOCOLATE

GREEN TEA					

65

GENMAICHA
A mixture of Bancha green tea (a late-harvest Sencha), roasted rice and puffed
rice give a liquor with hints of green, maritime and roasted cereal aroma. An
excellent accompaniment to a cooked breakfast.
SENCHA DE CHINE
A green tea produced in China, but inspired by the Japanese. Its leaves are
crafted into a baton-like form and give an infusion characteristic of Japanese
Sencha; vivid yellow, fresh and astringent with clearly fruity highlights.
GREEN MINT
In keeping with tradition, this blend combines a green tea with mint leaves.
Once infused it creates a refreshing, thirst-quenching and very aromatic tea that
is traditionally enjoyed very hot and very sweet.
MANDARIN JASMINE
Among China’s most celebrated flower tea compositions, this jasmine tea provides a beautiful balance between a full-bodied green tea and the white flowers
sweet and delicate fragrance. This is the ideal tea to drink with Chinese food.
MISS DAMMANN
Spirited and spicy like a Parisian mademoiselle, Miss Damman combines green
tea and ginger with the fruity, tangy scents of lemon and passion fruit. A fresh
and lively blend.

Prices are in thousand Rupiah
All prices are subject to 21% service charge and government tax

TEA

WHITE TEA					

65

PAI MU TAN
This fine tea is plucked by hand and uniquely during Springtime. The harvested
leaves are simply seared and dried, resulting in a leaf with a downy, silver
covering. The leaves give a clear apricot-coloured infusion, accompanied with
notes of fruit and herbs.

DARK TEA					

65

PU-ERH CANG YUAN
Native of the Cang Yuan region, in the South-West of the Yuinnan province,
this dark tea with compact leaves gives a dark, intense liquor punctuating high
notes. The infusion is well-rounded, revealing woody, earthy nuances and a hint
of marine aroma.

HERBAL TEA					

65

CAMOMILLE MATRICAIRE
A hardy plant grown widely in Eastern Europe and harvested between May
and July. Its bright yellow infusion reveals sweet, fruity flavours with notes of
pineapple.

Prices are in thousand Rupiah
All prices are subject to 21% service charge and government tax

BLACK TEA					

65

EARL GREY
The most famous flavoured tea comes from a blend of black teas with a fine
bergamot from Calabria. Simple and reliable for all connoisseurs!
PASSION FRUIT
The tangy and deliciously scented flavour of passion fruit combined with the
wonderful woody notes of a blend of black teas.
STRONG BREAKFAST
Tea From India and Srilanka
A blend of Ceylon, Darjeeling and Assam teas. Enjoyed with a splash of milk,
this is the perfect tonic tea to begin the day.

Prices are in thousand Rupiah
All prices are subject to 21% service charge and government tax

OTHER BEVERAGES
SODA							
Coca Cola, Diet Coke, Sprite, Tonic water, Ginger Ale, Soda water

60

MINERAL WATER
Acqua Panna 500ml 				
San Pellegrino 500 ml 						
Aqua Reflection Natural 380 ml 					

85
95
60

JUICE
Fresh seasonal fruit juice

80

SIGNATURE MAKARON			
HOT APPLE GROG
Fresh apple, ginger, cinnamon, lemon, honey
PERFECT ICED CHOCOLATE
Sugar, Bellagio chocolate powder, fresh milk, carbonated water,
gelato chocolate, mint leaf

Allow us to fulfill your needs.
Please let us know if you have any special dietary requirement,
food allergies or food intolerances.

Prices are in thousand Rupiah
All prices are subject to 21% service charge and government tax

SIGNATURE

80

